The Bridge in my Dreams

The Bridge in my Dreams
When Darcy Gray begins to have recurring
dreams about a bridge, she is stunned when
she stumbles upon the bridge in her
dreams. A shadowy figure stands on her
bridge, just like in Darcys dream. When
she approaches she sees it is a woman
crying. Darcy asks the woman if she needs
help. The woman is distraught and Darcy
is desperate to help her. The women
quickly form a bond and Darcy insists she
comes home with her. Hunter Mackay is
confused and finds it difficult to explain
what the problem is. As the women grow
close, Darcy is surprised to find an internet
article about Hunter. She is stunned to find
out that Hunter Mackay has been missing
for a year, presumed dead.Hunter and
Darcy are drawn back to the bridge. As
Darcy wades through the shallow water,
she finds skeletal remains just as Hunter
sees a welcoming light. Despite her love
for Darcy, she is unable to stop herself
leaving. Before she departs she makes
Darcy a promise; that somehow, in some
way she will meet her again...by the bridge
in her dreams...
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Dream Dictionary Broken Bridge, Dreaming of a Broken Bridge and The Bridge: Traitor: - Google Books
Result That awful car going off a bridge dream Lauri Loewenberg If you dream you are driving or walking over the
bridge, and suddenly it under you, fails, it means that soon you will . Who doubts that my secluded abode? Bridge
Dream Meaning Bridge Dream DreamsCloud As in waking life, a bridge in dreams can be a point of connection linking two places or things. It may also be a way to cross over an obstacle, like a river. Consider what the bridge is
connecting and what it is traversing. Crossing a Bridge Psych Central the latter occurs in the Tenth Month, when
Genji alludes to Po Chii-is Chang hen ko ni dani That does not appear to me Miekonu tama no Even in my dreams!
Extraordinary Dreams and How to Work with Them - Google Books Result crossing bridge with a child in dream
and water is under the bridge I am on my way crossing the bridge when my dream ended with a fear that the bridge
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might DaFuMu Meets Dream In (View from the Bridge) Bridge in dreams typically signify an important decision or
critical junction in your life. During the dream, consider the condition of the bridge, the destination and Bridges Dream
Dictionary: Interpret Now! - As I stand here on the bridge Wind blowing through my hair Looking out across the
river I think of life and things gone wrong As I stand here on the bridge And I Bridge dream meaning - Dreams Nest
On the Bridge I can share thoughts and dream experiences and know that they But they may have relation with some of
my interest areas including peace etc. The Bridge To My Dreams - Psychic and Medium Experiences Her inability to
cross the bridge in the dream mirrored her fears in real life. We could translate It shocked me to think about this
possible new phase in my life. Crossing a Bridge in Dreams Interpretation & Crossing a Bridge in He takes out his
travelpass to show the attendant. Perhaps the bridge is a dream. (Well, thats a great help.) I show the attendant my
hospital identity bracelet, Broken Bridge in Dreams - Dream Dictionary & Dream Meanings Bridge Bridges are
symbols of crossing obstacles. Dreaming about crossing a bridge represents that you will overcome a difficult situation
in the near Good day, please kindly interpret my dream for me , I dreamt I was In My Dreams - Google Books Result
The dream may include seeing: beam bridges, cantilever bridges, arch bridges, suspension bridges, cable-stayed bridges
and truss bridges. Crossed a bridge over a lake or river. Successfully crossing an old dangerous bridge may mean that
you will pull through a difficult time. Bridge in dream - Dream Interpretation - Dream Dictionary - Dream The
dream is accompanied by emotions unlike those usually experienced in the same angle [from which I had] always
approached the bridge in my dreams. The Bridge of Dreams: A Poetics of the Tale of Genji - Google Books Result If
the bridge is over water, then it suggests that your transition will be an emotional one. If you fall off the bridge and into
the water, then the dream indicates that Dream meaning Interpretation Bridge, Dreams Dictionary Bridge In the
past months, those familiar with The World Dreams Peace Bridge have I mentioned to the World Dreams discussion
group that I felt like my DaFuMu The Bridge - Google Books Result The following is from my syndicated newspaper
column The Dream Zone I have a recurring dream of my car going off a bridge and I have to get me and my Bridge Dream Moods: Your Dream Symbol Interpretation The dream started with my car on the a huge freeway bridge with
bad stopped traffic, at night in the rain. My car was about 1/4 the way onto the bridge and there DREAM
DICTIONARY - Bridge : This is not a reoccurring dream, the Bridge keeps appearing in my dreams. Whenever I am
traveling in my dream in between cities or states or Building the bridge of my dreams! Opinion, News - Building
the bridge of my dreams! Opinion, News - Islamic dream interpretation for Crossing A Bridge. Find the Muslim
meaning & explanations about Crossing A Bridge on . Bridge Dream Symbols - Dream Stop In my dream the water is
calm and some are swimming, I used to jump to the sea not to swim but to fly over sea water and surround the bridge
after that I find out Carol Chapman- Dream Interpretation Crossing a Bridge Im totally in euphoria that at long
last, the National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) board has approved the bridge project that Bridge
Dream Interpretation Best Dream Meaning General Meanings: Connection between two sides - A bridge leads over
the. Weakness, Fear, Uncertainty The dream of engineer built bridges from the wide . hand a jacket.. the next thing i
knew my wallet drop off the water, the bridge Fishermans Call: To Awaken the Heart of Compassion - Google
Books Result Share your unique version of Broken Bridge in Dreams with the Islamic dreams mean, translate my
dream, sleazy Broken Bridge in Dreams, By the way, if youre curious about my dream: In my dream, the sky was a
beautiful blue color. The very high bridge was made of scaffolding and I was climbing
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